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ABSTRACT

The siting of a GPS reference station on an airport
is achieved by minimizing the influence of the environ-

ment on the pseudorange measurements, while comply-
ing with the practical operational installation constraints.
The CNS Research Laboratory (URE-CNS) of the ENAC,
in collaboration with the STNA and SEXTANT AVION-
IQUE, has started a study that aims at providing siting
guidelines for the French Civil Aviation Authority. As
a result, a tool is developed, based on computed error
predictions using mathematical models, and on signal
disturbance measurements at preselected locations. The
first part of this tool is an end-to-end GPS simulator that
is used to establish the main basic rules for the choice of
the best location of the station on an airport with regards
to multipath effects. Its goal is to analyse the measure-
ment errors induced by simple obstacles.

The aim of the proposed paper is to present the sim-
ulation software which was developed and some exam-
ples of the results it can provide.

The simulator is comprised of three cascaded mod-
ules. The first module computes the position of the satel-
lites with a time step larger than the time of coherence
of the propagation channel. The second module simu-
lates the propagation channel. It is derived from the ray-
tracing MUSICA tool (MUltipath SImulation for Civil
Aviation) that was previously developed by the ENAC
for classical navaids multipath simulation. Using the
channel transfer function determined through the Uni-
form Theory pof Diffraction, it generates the disturbed
signal delivered by the antenna of the station to its re-
ceiver front-end. Then, this signal is handed to the last
module, that simulates a generic GPS receiver and de-
livers the range measurement errors induced by the per-
turbations introduced in the whole propagation channel.
The examples chosen show the ability to predict the in-
fluence of reflecting and diffracting objects, such as the
ground and buildings on the code and phase measure-
ment errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The pseudorange measurements made by a GPS re-
ceiver are disturbed by a combination of different errors
such as satellite clock bias and SA, atmospheric propa-
gation errors, tracking loop noise, and errors induced by
the multipath propagation of the signal. The amplitude
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and phase of the reflected and diffracted signals reach-
ing the antenna depend on a high number of factors.
Among them are the nature and size of the diffracting
obstacles, the relative location and orientation of the re-
ceiving antenna with respect to these obstacles, the pat-
tern and polarization of the antenna, and the process-
ing operations performed within the receiver. Therefore,
the multipath-induced errors affecting the measurements
made by two distant receivers are different. As a con-
sequence, the pseudorange corrections broadcast by a
Local Area DGPS reference station can contaminate the
measurements made by the user receiver with multipath
errors that are proper to the reference station.

The multipath errors affecting the pseudorange cor-
rections transmitted by the reference station can be re-
duced in several ways, including careful siting, good an-
tenna design, and adequate signal processing. The study
reported in this paper is focused on the selection of the
siting location of the receiving antennas of an LADGPS
reference station.

The perturbations caused by a complex airport en-
vironment on the pseudorange corrections transmitted
by a Local Area DGPS reference station are difficult to
determine because the transmitting satellites are in con-
stant movement and because small obstacles can gener-
ate significantly disturbing signals. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to elaborate a powerful tool to help the civil avi-
ation authorities to select the best locations to install the
reference stations. The functional principle of the siting
tool can either be based on signal disturbance measure-
ments at preselected locations or on computed error pre-
dictions based on mathematical models. Although both
tools have major drawbacks, they are complementary.

Indeed, while the actual measurements correspond
to real life situations, the variety of the field observations
is restrained by physical constraints, and the assessment
of all the safety critical situations is not possible in prac-
tice. On the other hand, the conformance of the simula-
tions to reality is limited by the adequacy of the mathe-
matical models, but initial results can be obtained faster
for a very high number of representative situations, in-
volving typical simple objects.

Therefore, the complete siting tool is built in two
steps: first, a simulator is implemented, then a measur-
ing instrument is developed, and both components are
used in parallel to achieve our goal.

Several papers were published to report the work
carried out on the prediction of environmental effects
on GPS measurements, and the definition of obstacle
clearance areas. [Gomez S. et al, 1995] and [Lippincott
et al., 1996] have used the Uniform Theory of Diffrac-
tion to model GPS signal strength and phase shift gener-
ated by the obstacles, while [Walker R. et al, 1996] have
used a parabolic equation technique. [Perez Fontan F.
et al, 1998] applied their analysis to civil aviation, and

[Braasch M., 1992], [Weiser M., 1998] have focused on
airport operation.

Our software combines propagation simulation and
receiver simulation to provide straight predictions of mea-
surement errors. The program, initially presented in [Ma-
cabiau et al., 1998], treats multipath as a perturbation
of the whole transfer function of the propagation chan-
nel. The signal is not modeled as a discrete sum of de-
layed and attenuated replicas, but as a transmitted signal
modified by the transfer function of a global propaga-
tion channel. Therefore, our program takes into account
most of the effects degrading the pseudorange measure-
ments.

The validation of this simulation software is an im-
portant step. It is done in two stages. First, the results
obtained from the simulations are compared with the
theoretical results corresponding to the simulated situa-
tions, in order to check for flaws in the design and in the
implementation of the algorithms. Next, measurement
errors obtained in particular situations are compared to
the errors predicted by the simulator for the same situa-
tions, as modeled by the users. The choice of the situa-
tions is critical, as they must be modeled as precisely as
possible in order to be simulated with our software, and
theoretical results must be available for these situations.

In this paper, we first describe the main points of
the simulation software, such as its architecture and the
underlying theoretical principles of the propagation and
receiver modules. Next, we make a short introduction
of the examples presented in this paper. Then, we show
some examples of the results obtained using the soft-
ware in different situations, like reflection from a ground
plate, and diffractions from complex obstacles like build-
ing walls and edges. Finally, a conclusion is drawn from
this study.

II. PRESENTATION OF SIMULATION

SOFTWARE

The end-to-end GPS simulator is software that sim-
ulates the effect of multipath on a GPS receiver. The in-
put data is the position of the satellites at various epochs.
The output data are the GPS observation errors, such as
the pseudorange measurement errors.

Antennas
Parameters

Sampling
Frequency

Parameters
Obstacle

PROPAGATION RECEIVER
Measurement

Errors

Noise
Model

Bits/
sample

Parameters

Received
signal

front-end
R.F. Loops

Position
Receiver

Time

Almanac

CONSTELLATION

Satellites
positions

satellite antenna
Signal fed to

Figure 1: Data ow in the simulator.
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The simulation is done using three processing mod-
ules written in MATLAB 5.2, that exchange data as il-
lustrated in figure 1:

� The constellation module determines the positions
of the GPS satellites in the WGS-84 reference frame
using the input almanac file and the specified trans-
mission time. The period used to sample the posi-
tion of the satellites is equal to the sampling pe-
riod of the transfer function of the propagation
channel.

� The propagation module combines ray-tracing soft-
ware based on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction
adapted to GPS signals, and a signal generator that
computes the baseband equivalent spectrum of the
disturbed signal received from a particular satel-
lite by the receiving antenna. The received signal
is computed by filtering the signal fed to the trans-
mitting antenna of the satellite by the calculated
transfer function of the channel.

� The receiver module contains a model of a GPS
receiver that simulates the operations performed
by a receiver, in order to determine the measure-
ment errors induced by multipath. The program
computes the code and phase tracking errors by
searching for the code and phase delay estimates
that cancel the PLL and DLL control signals.

Specific models of the propagation channel and of
the receiver processing operations were developed and
inserted in the simulator.

The propagation channel is modeled as a linear time
variant filterc, as presented in equation (1):

r(t) =

Z +1

�1

e(t� �)c(� ; t)d� (1)

where

� e is the signal fed to the transmitting antenna of
the satellite. In our case,e is the power wave sent
to the antenna.

� r is the signal delivered by the receiving antenna.
In our case,r is the power wave sent to the re-
ceiver front-end.

� � is the argument of the weighting functionc used
to compute the filter outputr.

� t is the time at which the transfer function of the
channel is applied.

In order to reduce the computation time, the propagation
channel is sampled with a time interval larger than the
internal sampling period of the receiver. As explained
in [Macabiau et al., 1998], the transfer function is deter-
mined with a period lower than the time of coherence of
the channel, which is of the order of a few seconds. At

each one of these sampling epochs, the characteristics of
the channel are assumed to be constant, and a short slice
of the received signal is generated.

Therefore, for each of the sampling epochsp of the
transfer function of the channel, the received signal (1)
can be expressed as:

rp(n) =

+1X
m=�1

e(n�m)cp(m) (2)

where

� p represents the time at which the transfer function
of the channel is sampled.

� n describes the time evolution of the received sig-
nal.

� m is the argument of the filter memoryc

The frequency domain equivalent of (2) is

Rp(k) = Cp(k)E(k) (3)

The transfer functionRp(k) is determined by the
propagation module for each frequencyk�f around L1.
The Shannon theorem states that a signal must be sam-
pled at a rate larger than twice the bandwidth of its Fourier
transform. As recalled in [Macabiau et al., 1998], the
bandwidth of the Fourier transform of the transfer func-
tion of the channel is the multipath delay spread of the
channel. Therefore, the transfer function of the channel
is sampled with a frequency step�f lower or equal to
half the coherence bandwidth�fc of the channel.

�f <
1

2
��fc (4)

The transfer functionRp(k) is determined by the
ray-tracing software. The kernel of this software, called
MUSICA (MUltipath SImulation for Civil Aviation) was
developed by the ENAC for classical navaids [Roturier
B., 1996]. This part of the software is based on the Uni-
form Theory of Diffraction (UTD).

The electromagnetic field radiated by the satellite
antenna in any point of polar coordinates[r; �; '] can be
modeled as presented in equation (5).

~E(r; �; ') =
p

60PT
e�ikr

r
GTmaxFT (�; ')

�
�
ITx
j~IT j

~�Tx +
ITy

j~IT j
~�Ty +

ITz
j~IT j

~�Tz

�
(5)

where

� PT is the power of the signal fed to the antenna.

� k = 2�f
c

is the wavenumber of the transmitted
wave.

� GTmax is the maximum field gain of the transmit-
ting antenna.
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� FT is the normalized field radiation pattern of the
transmitting antenna.

� ~IT is the complex current vector of the transmit-
ting antenna. Its complex components[ITx ;ITy ;ITz ]

are as depicted in figure 2.

� ~�Tx , ~�Ty , ~�Tz are unit vectors defining the polar-
ization of the radiated field, all orthogonal to the
direction of propagation. For example, The vector
~�Tx is defined as~�Tx =

(~Ux^~r)^~r
j~IT^~rj

, where~Ux is

the vector defining the x axis.

r

IT

IT

IT

θR x

θ

ϕ

r

O
Transmitting antenna

Phase center of
y

x

z

x

y

z

Figure 2: Polarization of the transmitted wave w.r.t

the orientation of the transimitting antenna.

The computation of the electric field component is
based on the ray theory. The electromagnetic ray is the
portion of space that contributes significantly to the trans-
port of the electromagnetic energy. This volume can be
assimilated to the first Fresnel zone.

There are 5 types of rays, sorted by decreasing power:
the direct ray, the reflected rays, the knife-edge diffracted
rays, the corner diffracted rays and the creeping rays.

The rays that reach the receiver can have followed a
complex path, resulting from several successive interac-
tions with obstacles.

The interaction between the electromagnetic wave
and an object is computed in two steps: first the rays are
traced, then the reflexion and diffraction coefficients are
computed.

The complex power waveRi delivered by the inci-
dent rayi is modeled as in equation (6):

Ri(f) =
1

k
p
120

GRmaxFR(�; ')

�
�
IRx

j~IRj
~�Rxi :

~Ei +
IRy

j~IRj
~�Ryi :

~Ei +
IRz

j~IRj
~�Rzi :

~Ei

�
(6)

where

� GRmax is the maximum field gain of the receiving
antenna.

� FR is the normalized field radiation pattern of the
receiving antenna.

� ~IR is the complex current vector of the receiving
antenna. Its complex components[IRx ; IRy ; IRz ]

are as depicted in figure 3.

� ~�Rx , ~�Ry , ~�Rz are unit vectors defining the polar-
ization of the incoming field, all orthogonal to the
direction of propagation. For example, the vector
~�Rx is defined as~�Rx =

(~Ux^~r)^~r
j~IR^~rj

, where~Ux is

the vector defining the x axis.

IR

IR

IR

i

θ

ϕ

r

z

y

x

O
receiving antenna
Phase center of

x

y

z

θR x

Figure 3: Polarization of the received wave w.r.t the

orientation of the receiving antenna.

The transmitted powerPT , and the maximum field
gainsGTmax andGRmax are constant throughout the
simulation. For each rayi, for each position of the satel-
lites, and for each evaluation frequencyk�f , MUSICA
usesFT , FR, ~IT , and~IR, to compute the incident field
~Ei, as well as the resulting power waveRi(k�f) deliv-
ered by the antenna. The total power wave delivered by
the antenna isR(k�f) =

PN(t)
i=0 Ri(k�f). The trans-

fer function of the propagation channel is then defined
as:

Cp(k) =

N(t)X
i=0

Ri(k)

p
2PT

(7)

The signal entering the receiver front-end is the re-
sult of the filtering of the input signale by the propaga-
tion channelc.

The signal fed to the satellite antenna is modeled as:

e(t) =
p

2PTC(t)D(t) cos(2�f0t� �0) (8)

where

� C is the C/A code of the transmitting satellite.

� D is the navigation message.

� f0 is the nominal L1 frequency.

� �0 is an initial random phase.
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This signal is a narrow band signal that can be modeled
using the equivalent low pass signaleLP such as

e(t) = <
�
eLP (t)e

i2�f0t
	

(9)

where<fg is the real part operator.
We can see that the equivalent low pass signal is

necessarily complex:

eLP (t) =
p

2PTC(t)D(t)e�i�0 (10)

Similarly, the received signalr(t) is also a narrow
band signal. Therefore, we can definerLP (t) such that

r(t) = <
�
rLP (t)e

i2�f0t
	

(11)

The operations performed within the RF front end
are modeled as ideal amplification, frequency transpo-
sition, sampling and quantization, as depicted in figure
4.

V(n)

Filter
Pre-correlation SamplingAmplifier

and
quantization

IF
r(t)

f
0

h
IF

f
0

f
I-

f
s

Antenna

Receiver

to signal and

data processing

Figure 4: Model of the RF front-end used in the

receiver simulator.

The digital signal delivered by the RF front-end is
then modeled as

V (n) = Q
�
<
�
VLP (nTs)e

i2�fInTs
		

(12)

where

� Q fg is the quantization operator.

� VLP is the equivalent low-pass signal resulting from
the amplification and the filtering of rLP by the
RF front-end pre-correlation filter hIF . We can
write VLP (t) =

�
hIF (t)e

�i2�fI t
�
? eLP (t).

� Ts is the sampling period.

� fI is the intermediate frequency.

Using these models, we can see that the equivalent
low pass signal VLP is such that

VLP (t)=
��
hIF (u)e

�i2�fIu
�
?
�
c(u)e�i2�f0u

�
?eLP

�
(t)

(13)

The digital signal V (n) enters all the tracking chan-
nels of the receiver. In the following, we analyze the
processing operations of one single tracking channel.

The receiver model used for this study is presented
in figure 5.

VPLL

VDLL

V
OI

V
OQ

BUS

V(n)

Σ
1 ms

I&D

I&D

Gene
Code

DCO

Σ
Σ
Σ
Σ

ID

I P

Q D

Q PP

P

I

Q

cos

sin

E-L

E-L

Σ

Σ

Σ

1 ms

1 ms

1 ms

I&D

I&D

Filter
Loop

:1540
+

+

discriminators

Code

and phase

Filter
Loop

ASIC (hardware)

DCO

CPU (software)

Figure 5: Main architecture of a GPS receiver track-

ing channel. Courtesy of SEXTANT AVIONIQUE

[Renard A., 1997].

This input signal is converted into the I and Q chan-
nels, by mixing this signal with the DCO outputs VOI
and VOQ such that8<

:
VOI (n) = cos

�
2�fInTs � �̂(n)

�
VOQ(n) = sin

�
2�fInTs � �̂(n)

� (14)

where �̂(n) is the estimate of the incoming carrier phase.

The samples used by the phase tracking loop dis-
criminator are IP (k) and QP (k) as presented in equa-
tion (15).8>>>><
>>>>:

IP (k)=K0�
20msX
n=0

[V (n)�VOI (n)�C(nTs��̂(k))]

QP (k)=K0�
20msX
n=0

�
V (n)�VOQ(n)�C(nTs��̂(k))

�
(15)

where K0 is the gain of the I and Q mixers.

The signals used by the code tracking loop are IDE�L(k)
and QDE�L(k).8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

IDE�L(k)=K0�
20msX
n=0

[V (n)VOI (n)��
C(nTs � �̂ (k)� �

2
)�C(nTs � �̂ (k) + �

2
)
��

QDE�L(k)= K0�
20msX
n=0

�
V (n)VOQ (n)��

C(nTs � �̂ (k)� �
2
)�C(nTs � �̂ (k) + �

2
)
��

(16)

where �̂ (n) is the code delay estimate and � is the Early
minus Late chip spacing.

Using the low-pass equivalent model presented in
(12), the expression of the I and Q samples can be sim-
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plified into:8>>>><
>>>>:
IP (k)�K0

2

20msX
n=0

h
Q
n
<
n
VLP (n)e

i�̂(k)
oo

C(nTs��̂(k))
i

QP (k)�K0

2

20msX
n=0

h
Q
n
<
n
iVLP (n)e

i�̂(k)
oo

C(nTs��̂(k))
i

(17)8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

IDE�L(k)� K0

2

20msX
n=0

h
Q
n
<
n
VLP (n)e

i�̂(k)
oo

�
�
C(nTs��̂(k)��

2
)� C(nTs��̂(k)+�

2
)
��

QDE�L(k)� K0

2

20msX
n=0

h
Q
n
<
n
iVLP (n)e

i�̂(k)
oo

�
�
C(nTs��̂(k)��

2
)� C(nTs��̂(k)+�

2
)
��

(18)

The PLL and DLL control signals are computed us-
ing IP (k), QP (k), IDE�L(k) and QDE�L(k). In the
case of an arctangent PLL and a non-coherent dot-product
DLL, for example, the PLL and DLL control signals are(

VPLL(k) = arctan
QP (k)

IP (k)

VDLL(k) =
ID

E�L
(k)IP (k)+QD

E�L
(k)QP (k)

I2
P
(k)+Q2

P
(k)

(19)

The PLL and the DLL are closed loop tracking de-
vices that reach stable lock points in steady state if the
signal to noise ratio is sufficient. These stable lock points
are such that the discrimination function is canceled on
a stable slope. Therefore, the determined tracking errors
are the predicted values of �̂(k) and �̂ (k) such that the
PLL and DLL error signals reach a stable zero-crossing
point, as indicated in (20).

�̂(k) and �̂ (k) are such that

�
VPLL(k) = 0

VDLL(k) = 0
(20)

A few precautions have to be taken when computing
the final tracking error using this technique:

� The tracking error due to noise can not be ob-
served directly, instead its level has to be deter-
mined using classical equations.

� The signal to noise ratio has to be monitored to
detect the situations where the loops lose track of
the signal.

� When the error signals show several stable zero-
crossing values, like for example when the direct
and the reflected signal are separated by a time
delay greater than the chip length plus half the
Early-Late gate delay, the simulated result may
not correspond to reality as the actual loops may
lock on the reflected signal. This situation has to
be flagged to the user.

� These predicted errors are raw tracking errors that
don’ t take into account the other processing oper-
ations, such as code-phase smoothing for exam-
ple. Further processing operations have to be re-
produced on these predicted errors.

� This technique does not allow to simulate the tran-
sient tracking errors.

III. PRESENTATION OF EXAMPLES

The software was tested in a number of classical
configurations, and the output was chaecked against the-
oretical results. The examples presented in this paper
are the output values at two stages of the simulator. This
comprises the transfer function delivered by the propa-
gation simulator, and the measurement errors provided
by the receiver simulator. The output values are com-
pared with the theoretical values as much as possible.

The transfer function is sampled every 5 seconds,
with a frequency step �f=50 kHz, � 3.5 MHz around
L1. Although all sorts of radiation patterns can be used
by the simulator, in these examples, the simulated re-
ceiving antenna is an omnidirectional antenna. This is
done to emphasize the influence of multipath, and to al-
low quick verification of the results.

The measurement errors delivered by the receiver
simulator are the code and phase tracking errors. The
simulated receiver is a narrow correlator receiver, with
a chip spacing � = 0:65Tc. The PLL is an arctangent
costas loop, and the DLL is a non-coherent normalized
dot-product tracking loop. The code and phase estimates
are such that the DLL and PLL control signals are can-
celed.

The upper and lower bounds of the code tracking
error "D(k) in the case of one single diffracted ray are
plotted in figure 6 for a relative amplitude �=0.57 and
�=0.42, as these values are encountered in upcoming
sections IV and V.
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Figure 6: Envelope of code measurement error for

Dc = 0:65Tc and � = 0:57 and � = 0:42 (see sec-

tions IV and V).

In the case of one single diffracted ray, the phase
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tracking error can be approximated as:

"P (k) = arctan
� sin�'(k)

1 + � sin�'(k)
(21)

where

� � is the relative amplitude of both carriers en-
tering the PLL after unspreading by the punctual
code replica.

� �'(k) is the relative phase shift between both
carriers.

Two examples are presented in order to show the
capability of the simulator.

In section IV, an omnidirectional antenna is sim-
ply placed above wet soil. The height of the antenna
is changed from 50 m to 5 m. The results are shown for
a high elevation satellite and for a low elevation satellite.
The results obtained can be easily checked with classical
results about one specular reflection.

In section V, the omnidirectional antenna is placed
5 m above the ground and close to a metallic building.
The distance to the building is 10 m when tracking a
high elevation satellite, and 100 m when tracking a low
elevation satellite.

IV. ANTENNA ABOVE WET SOIL

Reflection off a ground plate gives place to a direct
signal and a reflected signal.
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Figure 7: Module of the transfer function � 3.5 MHz

around L1.
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Figure 8: Phase of the transfer function � 3.5 MHz

around L1.

Figures 7 and 8 show the module and the phase shift
of the transfer function at a particular epoch for an an-
tenna located 50 m above a wet soil ground plate, and a
satellite with an approximate elevation angle of 76 de-
grees. The magnitude of the soil reflection coefficient at
L1 for this elevation angle is approximately 0.57. These
plots show the fading that will occur at some specific
frequencies.

Figure 9(b) shows the deformation of the spectrum
of the received signal at a particular epoch. This figure
is to be compared with figure 9(a). It is visible that the
central frequency components are severely affected by
the transfer function plotted in figures 7 and 8.
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(a) Spectrum of E(k).
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Figure 9: Comparison of spectrum of signal fed to

satellite antenna E(k) and received signal R(k).
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Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the PLL and DLL er-
ror signals VPLL and VDLL for the arctangent PLL dis-
criminator and the dot-product DLL discriminator. As
we can see, the stable lock points are not centered, as the
multipath drives the loops away from the direct signal
tracking. The PLL error signal cancels for "P = �0:197

radians. The DLL error signal cancels with a tracking er-
ror "D = �0:187Tc.

Figures 11 and 12 show the code and phase tracking
error in the situation depicted in figures 7 and 8, over a
period of 5 minutes. The propagation channel is sam-
pled with a 5 second period. The elevation angle of the
satellite goes from 76.5o to 74.3o. The relative delay of
the reflected ray goes from 97.2 m to 96.3 m, which is
roughly 0.33 Tc.

As we can see, the code tracking error shown in fig-
ure 11 is a periodic function. Its values are bounded by
-0.18 Tc and 0.12 Tc, or equivalently -53 m and 35 m.
These are the maximum values of the code tracking er-
rors in this situation for this type of receiver, as indicated
in figure 6. The phase tracking error shown in figure 12
is a periodic function as well, as expressed in (21). The
total amplitude of the tracking error is compatible with
(21), taking into account the additional attenuation of the
reflected ray due to unspreading.
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Figure 11: Code tracking error over 5 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna 50 m above wet soil.
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Figure 12: Phase tracking error over 5 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna 50 m above wet soil.
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Figure 13: Code tracking error over 10 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna 5 m above wet soil.
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Figure 14: Phase tracking error over 10 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna 5 m above wet soil.

Figures 13 and 14 show the code and phase tracking
errors in the case where the antenna is located 5 m above
wet soil, for a period of 10 minutes in the same condi-
tions. The relative delay of the reflected ray is now di-
vided by 10, going from 9.7 m to 9.6 m, which is roughly
0.03 Tc.

In that case, we can see that the period of the code
and phase tracking error is much longer. In addition,
the amplitude of the code tracking error is bounded with
0.01 Tc and -0.042 Tc, or equivalently 2.9 m and -12.3
m, which are the predicted values from figure 6. This is
due to the fact that the relative delay of the reflected ray
is shorter, therefore not perturbing much the DLL. The
total amplitude of the phase tracking error, only driven
by the relative attenuation of the incoming reflected car-
rier after unspreading is slightly increased. This is due
to the fact that the reflected ray is less attenuated by the
unspreading operation.
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Figure 15: Code tracking error over 15 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna 5 m above wet soil.

Figure 15 shows the code tracking error in the case
where the antenna is located 5 m above wet soil, for a
period of 15 minutes, tracking the signal from a low ele-
vation satellite. The elevation angle of the satellite goes
from 14.7o to 9.7o. The amplitude of the wet soil reflec-
tion coefficient at this elevation angle is roughly 0.42.
The relative delay of the reflected ray goes from 2.5 m
to 1.7 m. The code tracking error is a periodic function,
with a period larger than in the previous case due to the
fast rotation of the phase as the satellite is going down.
We can see that the amplitude of the code tracking error
is much smaller, bounded by 0.002 Tc and -0.014 Tc, or
equivalently 0.6 m and -4.1 m. This is due to the fact that
the relative delay of the reflected ray is shorter, therefore
not perturbing much the DLL.

V. ANTENNA CLOSE TO BUILDING
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Figure 16: Ray-tracing for the antenna 5 m above

wet soil, close to a metallic hangar.

In this example, the omnidirectional antenna is placed
5 m above wet soil, close to a metallic hangar. The an-
tenna is hit by the direct ray, the ray reflected by the
ground, and several reflected and diffracted rays coming
from the hangar, as indicated in figure 16.

Figures 17 and 18 show the code and phase tracking
error in the case where the antenna is located 10 m from
the building, for a period of 10 minutes. The elevation
angle of the satellite goes from 78.6o to 74.3o.
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Figure 17: Code tracking error over 10 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna located 10 m away form

a metallic building. The vertical line shows the time

at which the wall relfects a ray that hits the antenna.
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Figure 18: Phase tracking error over 10 minutes for

an omnidirectional antenna located 10 m away form

a metallic building. The vertical line shows the time

at which the wall relfects a ray that hits the antenna.

As we can see, the evolution of the code tracking er-
ror has an overall appearance which is similar to the evo-
lution plotted in figure 13. This indicates that the main
disturbing ray is the ray reflected by the ground. How-
ever, small perturbations of the code tracking error can
be seen on top of this mean value, which represent the
contribution of the hangar to the tracking error. These
small disturbances do not change when the ray reflected
by the building wall hits the antenna, as indicated by the
straight line in this figure. The perturbation due to the
wall on the code tracking error is not significant, com-
pared with the perturbation due to the ray reflected by
the ground. This is due to the fact that the relative de-
lays of the rays diffracted by the hangar are smaller than
the relative delay of the ray reflected by the ground.
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Figure 19 shows the code tracking error in the case
where the antenna is located 100 m from the building,
for a period of 15 minutes. The elevation angle of the
satellite goes from 14.7o to 9.7o. We can see that the
tracking error is not similar to the error plotted in figure
15. This is due to the fact that the main perturbing factor
is the building, and not the ground in that case, as all the
rays coming from the hangar have a large relative delay.
The small oscillations are due to a ray diffracted by the
building edges, and the influence of the ray reflected by
the wall is very large, as the error increases up to 0.3 Tc
or 90 m after this ray hits the antenna, as indicated by
the straight line.
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Figure 19: Code tracking error over 15 minutes

for an omnidirectional antenna located 100 m away

form a metallic building. The vertical line shows

the time at which the wall relfects a ray that hits the

antenna.

VI. CONCLUSION

The software was checked against theoretical results
in classical situations, and will undergo practical val-
idation against real-life measurements during the next
weeks.

The simulator can be used to analyze the impact of
multipath in various configurations (obstacles, antenna,
RF front-end, signal processing).

This simulator will be completed with a measuring
tool to determine siting criteria in typical airport envi-
ronments.

The simulator can also be used to characterize other
effects in the transmission link (impact of satellite fail-
ure modes on receiver measurements for example).
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